Abstract: Hands-on digital interactivity in science centers provides new communicative opportunities. The Microcosmos multi-touch table allows visitors to interact with 64 image "cards" of (sub)microscopic biological structures and processes embedded across seven theme categories. This study presents the integration of biological content, interactive features and logging capabilities into the table, and analyses visitors' usage and preferences. Data logging recorded 2,070,350 events including activated category, selected card, and various finger-based gestures. Visitors interacted with all cards during 858 sessions (96 s on average). Finger movements covered an average accumulated distance of 4.6 m per session, and about 56% of card interactions involved two fingers. Visitors made 5.53 category switches per session on average, and the virus category was most activated (average 0.96 per session). An overall ranking score related to card attractive power and holding power revealed that six of the most highly used cards depicted viruses and four were colourful instrument output images. The large finger traversal distance and proportion of two-finger card interaction may indicate the intuitiveness of the gestures. Observed trends in visitor engagement with the biological visualizations are considered in terms of construal level theory. Future work will examine how interactions are related to potential learning of biological content.
Introduction
The digital revolution is providing novel ways for communicating scientific knowledge to citizens. This raises the hypothesis that hands-on interactive exploration in digital science center contexts could provide new knowledge-building experiences. Herein, one advantage of interactive science center exhibits is their potential to induce engagement through curiosity and exploration [1, 2] . In turn, doing so also offers citizens new opportunities for engaging and learning about objects, processes and systems that are beyond direct human vision [3] . Recent research indicates that interactions afforded by modern technologies play a critical and highly relevant role in scientific meaning-making [4] . Moreover, recent work [5] [6] [7] also shows that analytical tools that track and log users' behavioural interactions can produce fine-grained information about how bodily processes of interaction could map onto processes of engagement and learning.
Modern science center and museum environments across the world such as Science Centre Singapore and London's Science Museum, incorporate various immersive interactive exhibits to communicate science, allowing for new active opportunities for engagement and discovery [8] .
The Visualization Center C in Sweden develops interactive visualization platforms to communicate scientific phenomena. One such technology is the digital table interface, which affords multi-touch interaction with embedded content. For example, the "Microcosmos" table ( Figure 1 ) has been developed to provide public visitors with an individual and/or collaborative opportunity to access, view and manipulate embedded visualizations of (sub)microscopic biological structures and processes. As curators and pedagogues aim to pursue the communicative and potential educational benefits of museum and science center environments in the digital age, increasing research attention is on measuring aspects such as attraction, engagement, holding power and dwell time of interactive exhibits [9] [10] [11] [12] . Another developing area is probing how visitors actually use and interact with the digital platforms, and what the nature of interaction may eventually imply for learning [5, 7, 13] . This paper reports the first findings from an overall research programme investigating how visual content can be incorporated into an interactive digital touch table to communicate (sub)microscopic biological phenomena. In addition, the research aims to explore the preference and engagement attributes of the embedded biological visualizations through logging visitors' interaction with features and content of the table interface. The future phase of the work will examine how users' interactions are related to any potential learning of biological concepts and processes.
Research on Interactive Multi-Touch Tables in Science Center and Museum Settings
Digital interactivity is changing the way scientific content is discovered, accessed, communicated and explored [14, 15] . Experiences afforded by modern digital technologies play a critical role in how science topics evoke interest and engagement during individual and collaborative interaction [12, 16, 17] . The last decade or so has witnessed the rapid emergence of finger-based multitouch tables (e.g., Figure 1 ) as communication interfaces in science centers and museums [12, 13, 18] . In such contexts, touch interfaces are more than mere "modes of display"-they physically and digitally mediate between science communicator and user through various interactive features [8, 19] . At the same time, given that interactive digital platforms respond dynamically to user inputs, researchers are finding it increasingly relevant to explore what choices users make during interaction [20] . In this regard, data logging techniques offer a means to obtain information about how users interact with a system. Recently, logging has been applied to research contexts where real-time As curators and pedagogues aim to pursue the communicative and potential educational benefits of museum and science center environments in the digital age, increasing research attention is on measuring aspects such as attraction, engagement, holding power and dwell time of interactive exhibits [9] [10] [11] [12] . Another developing area is probing how visitors actually use and interact with the digital platforms, and what the nature of interaction may eventually imply for learning [5, 7, 13] . This paper reports the first findings from an overall research programme investigating how visual content can be incorporated into an interactive digital touch table to communicate (sub)microscopic biological phenomena. In addition, the research aims to explore the preference and engagement attributes of the embedded biological visualizations through logging visitors' interaction with features and content of the table interface. The future phase of the work will examine how users' interactions are related to any potential learning of biological concepts and processes.
Digital interactivity is changing the way scientific content is discovered, accessed, communicated and explored [14, 15] . Experiences afforded by modern digital technologies play a critical role in how science topics evoke interest and engagement during individual and collaborative interaction [12, 16, 17] . The last decade or so has witnessed the rapid emergence of finger-based multi-touch tables (e.g., Figure 1 ) as communication interfaces in science centers and museums [12, 13, 18] . In such contexts, touch interfaces are more than mere "modes of display"-they physically and digitally mediate between science communicator and user through various interactive features [8, 19] . At the same time, given that interactive digital platforms respond dynamically to user inputs, researchers are finding it increasingly relevant to explore what choices users make during interaction [20] . In this regard, data logging techniques offer a means to obtain information about how users interact with a system. Recently, logging has been applied to research contexts where real-time recording of user actions reveals fine-grained detail about interactive and exploratory preferences [5] [6] [7] 21] .
Seven selected studies concerned with engagement, communication and learning properties of multi-touch table interfaces that concern visitors' interaction with the technology in science center and museum contexts are reviewed below. Their review is not intended as an exhaustive account of research on human interaction with multi-touch digital tables at large. In a study by Zaharias et al. [22] , a 3D multi-touch table comprising a mirror reflecting a projected image onto a horizontal table surface, and an infrared camera that tracked user finger movements, was used to represent the "Walls of Nicosia" in a municipal museum in Cyprus. The aim of interacting with the table was to provide the user with a virtual tour of the fortifications of Nicosia while facilitating users' engagement and participation. Features of the table included navigating through visualized content by pressing virtual buttons. Additional two-finger gestures also allowed zooming, panning, and tilting of the perceived view. A comparison between a group of 5th-year school students ("control" group) that learned the content through paper-based materials with another ("virtual" group) that interacted with the table showed no significant differences in learning outcomes. However, the group that interacted with the touch table revealed a significantly more favourable user experience than the control group [22] .
As part of another museum context, Ynnerman et al. [8] have combined CT scanning and volumetric visualization to produce the "Gebelein Man"-a virtual human mummy that users can interact with on a multi-touch table interface. Interactive features of the touch table include rotation in the horizontal axis, clipping planes, zooming with two-finger pinching and stretching, and using a slider to display embedded graphics. While present as an interactive exhibit (alongside the original physical mummy) in the Early Egypt Gallery of the British Museum, an evaluation study with the virtual Gebelein Man showed a 40% increase in visitors' dwell time in the gallery. The results revealed an average 2:09 interaction time with the table and visitors scored overall ease of use of the table at 90%. The findings have implications for engagement and pedagogical possibilities offered by multi-touch interactive displays in public settings. For example, an earlier study by Jönsson et al. [18] that evaluated users' gesture-based exploration of volumetric data rendered on a touch table interface at a science center in Sweden, provides implications for formulating design recommendations that could improve factors such as exhibit dwell time. With respect to work investigating the role of gesture in interactions with multi-touch digital tables, Hinrichs and Carpendale [13] have studied visitors' engagement with "Collection Viewer" at the Vancouver Aquarium. The application contains a distributed collection of image, video and animation media that communicate content about the biology and environment of the Arctic. Users interact individually or collaboratively with the table surface through a set of multi-touch gestures that include translation, rotation, scaling and flicking. Ethnographic analysis of 943 gesture events demonstrated that rather than performed in isolation, gestures were often intricately linked with, and influenced by, previous and subsequent interactive sequences. The results have important implications for the implementation of gesture sets in public interactive tables aimed at communicating scientific content (cf. [23] ).
Through a multi-touch table exhibit called "DeepTree" [7, 10] , users can explore evolutionary relationships between species in a visualized "tree of life". Users can display different domains of life by moving "horizontally" in the virtual tree or moving "vertically" to delve into time and locate the branch point where speciation occurred. Learners can also discover the last common ancestor of any two species. While present as an exhibit at the Harvard Museum of Natural History (HMNH), an evaluation of the interface by Block et al. [10] showed that dwell times were higher than for other exhibits, and that interaction with the table induced various positive affective responses. In further work conducted at the California Academy of Sciences, a systematic observational analysis by Block et al. [12] on visitors' interaction with the technology has pointed towards various design guidelines related to visitors' engagement with communicated scientific content. Among other findings, and by also incorporating event logging of user actions, a follow-up study [7] at HMNH and the Field Museum in Chicago showed a significant relationship between physical interaction with the touch Overall, the reviewed studies probe pertinent questions on how users interact with multi-touch tables to access and explore scientific content aimed at the public. In turn, the work provides inroads into how content and interactive features can be designed to improve intuitive gesture-based exploration of visualized data for science communication. However, the literature suggests that more work is required to further explore the factors that influence the nature of interaction and collaboration around multi-touch digital tables [12, 23] . Moreover, from a content perspective, little is known about the role of such tools in visitors' exploration of aperceptual phenomena that are beyond our direct visual experience, such as the microscopic structures and processes constituting the biological world. It is this juncture that motivates an empirical inquiry into science center visitors' engagement, preferences, and interactions with visualized (sub)microscopic biological content communicated through interactive touch table technology.
Aim of the Study
The setting of the current study is in Sweden, where science centers are recognised components of the educational infrastructure, and seen as potential agents for increasing visitors' interest in science [24] . The aim of this study is to analyse public visitors' interaction with a digital touch table when exploring visualized (sub)microscopic biological content.
Methods

Integrating Content and Interactive Features into a Multi-Touch Digital Table-Microcosmos
The Microcosmos touch table investigated in this study is a further development of an application that was originally designed for the opening of the Visualization Center C in Norrköping, Sweden in 2010. The aim of the application is to provide visitors with access to the wide range of imagery used in life science to represent objects and processes that are too small to be seen with the naked eye. Among the static images and dynamic visuals are photomicrographs, electron microscopy images, computer-generated molecular models based on experimental data, animations, videos, illustrations and paintings. The system was designed to allow multi-user exploration of the content as well as provide a flexible interface for explanations given by science center guides.
Designing Microcosmos involved embedding 64 visualization "cards" in the form of 43 static and 21 dynamic images (animations and videos) into an interactive system displayed in full HD resolution ( Figure 1 ). The cards are grouped within seven thematic categories (proteins, viruses, cells, molecules, genes, processes of life and diseases) that can be selected by touching the respective category on the bar at the base of the display interface (see Figure 1 ). Activating a category visualizes the group of cards associated with that biological theme. In a similar fashion to earlier designed multi-touch tables reported by Shen et al. [25] and Hinrichs and Carpendale [13] , a suite of interactive features allows visitors to (collaboratively) interact with a single (or multiple) card(s) through finger-based gestures that include selecting, moving, zooming and rotating. For example, a card can be selected and moved with a single finger, and touching respective text and image symbols on each card switches between the visualization ("front" of the card) and a textual description ("back" of the card). Two fingers are used to zoom (increase or decrease the card size) or to rotate a card (see Figure 1 ). In the default state of the system the cards "float" freely on the display area, based on the integration of a physics engine. The system returns to this state 10 s after any interaction activities have ceased, and switches to a new category if no user interacts with the table within 90 s.
The development of the software used an Agile approach with incremental rounds of testing and refining the table system until it performed as per the intended design described above. The resulting software was structured into six main parts, with functions related to handling cards, rendering images and videos, video playback, menu interactions and logging. Logging was achieved by including a function that monitored data received from the hardware and software output to allow capture of predefined variables. These included activated theme category, selected card, as well as card and finger coordinates related to contact ("finger down") and release ("finger up"), movement, rotation and zooming. The logging was executed in the code that handles cards and consists of writing a text row to a log file for each finger update from the hardware. The program was written in C++, using the lightweight Simple DirectMedia Layer library to provide low level access to graphics (via OpenGL support) and touch interaction. FFmpeg was used for video playback, while XML files with media metadata were read using RapidXml. Hardware comprised a standard tower computer with a graphics card (NVIDIA GeForce 680) and a 55-inch LCD display. Light sources in the display frame creates a grid across the table surface. The system detects any intersections of the grid and feeds the data to the program. The number of simultaneously detected grid intersections is limited to six different objects.
Logging and Analysing Visitors' Interaction with Microcosmos
The Microcosmos table was an unguided exhibit available for open-ended visitor exploration in the Visualization Center C during data collection for this study. The data corpus consists of anonymously logged data for the period 1-31 July 2017. Parameters of users' engagement with the table were calculated from the log files using spreadsheet software (Microsoft Excel).
As a first step, the log data were parsed into "sessions" [26] , defined here as periods of interaction separated by at least 60 s of table inactivity. Variables for describing overall usage included the average session time, average session finger movement and average number of theme category switches per session. Before calculating averages, pre-processing of the log files was performed in the spreadsheet software to calculate the time since session start, the distance traversed by finger movements, and the number of theme category switches, respectively, for each session. An indication of how often users interacted with multiple fingers was achieved by calculating the fraction of interactions in which multi-touch interaction (i.e., zoom and rotate) was evident from logged changes in the states for cards.
As a second step, the log data was analyzed at the level of individual cards. Three different measures were calculated for each card as indicators of how engaging each respective card was for visitors. Two of these measures are related to the attractive power of cards to induce visitors' interaction: the number of sessions that a card was used in, and the number of sessions in which a card was used as the first card. The third measure is related to the holding power of cards and was calculated as the mean number of log entries associated with a card in the sessions wherein it was used. On cross-examining the log files and card database it was discovered that two cards had accidentally been assigned identical names. These cards were removed from analysis since they could not be separated in the log data.
As a third step, a ranking score was calculated to allow sorting of the cards with respect to visitor engagement (e.g., Table 1 ). The calculation involved three steps. Firstly, the measures of attractive power were adjusted for each card by dividing the value with the number of theme categories that the card was a member of. Doing so accounts for the increased likelihood that a visitor encounters a card that is present in multiple categories, which could otherwise introduce a bias when comparing cards that are not members of the same number of categories. The holding power measure is not affected by this bias since it only considers cases where a card has already been encountered and selected for interaction by the user. Secondly, the three measures of engagement were normalized with respect to the ranges of values for each measure. The resulting normalized values range from 0 for the least used card to 1 for the most highly used card for each measure. Thirdly, the ranking score for each card was calculated by summing the normalized values produced in the previous two steps, resulting in possible ranking scores ranging from 0-3. The ranking scores were sorted to produce lists of the ten highest and the ten lowest scores, representing cards that users engaged with the most and the least, respectively. The two lists of cards were analysed with respect to features that may be linked to users' differential engagement. 
Results and Discussion
Visitors' Interaction with the Microcosmos Table
Analysis of the month-long log sample, consisting of two million (2,070,350) log events, suggested that visitors interacted with all of the available cards, during 858 sessions. The average session time was 96 s, which compares favourably with other reported exhibit holding times in science center and museum contexts [11, 18] . Furthermore, visitors engaged all the available interactive features in the system throughout the study period, including all the biological theme categories. Finger movements covered an average accumulated distance of 4.6 m per session, and the majority of interactions with the table interface (approximately 56%) were performed using two fingers (e.g., zooming and rotating). This may indicate the intuitiveness of the zooming and rotation finger gestures for exploring the biological visualizations. Together with the large finger distance traversed on the table surface, this also suggests a potentially important role of bodily interaction in engaging and exploring visualized biological content for education [3] .
The session construct was applied since there are no "natural" units of analysis associated with the table or readily available in the data [26] . This is a consequence of the multi-user and multi-touch features of the table, where usage may range from a single individual interacting with the table for a well-defined period to groups of individuals that interact with variable levels of cooperation (cf. [12] ). Also, the anonymous data does not contain any information about the composition of users at any one time. Figure 2 provides an example of the distribution of data points generated by users' interaction with the touch table during one session. It is intended to demonstrate that the captured data relates to interactive finger-based gestures such as selecting, moving, zooming and rotating. In this example, multiple users (probably at least three, positioned at the top left, top right, and lower right corners of the table surface, respectively) are engaged with the exhibit during the session, and interacting across large parts of the touch table surface. The higher density of data points in the upper left corner indicates that a particularly active person (or persons) was positioned there, while a person(s) standing close to the lower right corner were less active.
In summary, results from the overall usage data analysis indicates that visitors engaged with the exhibit to an extent comparable to typical exhibits. In addition, they utilized the multi-touch functionality and actively interacted with the table. 
Visitors' Preferences for Visualized Biological Content
The log files contained an average of 5.53 category switches per session. In terms of biological content, the virus category was the most frequently activated (0.95 activations per session on average). The other categories were less frequently activated, with average number of activations per session ranging from 0.72 to 0.80 (Table 2) . Interaction with individual cards varied greatly. For example, the number of sessions was seven times larger for the most frequently activated card than for the least frequently activated card. Similarly, the number of times a card was accessed first during a session ranged from 0 to 48, while interaction with cards yielded average numbers of log entries that varied by a factor of almost 5. The difference in average number of entries between the most (median = 141) and the least (median = 6) used cards was statistically significant (Mann-Whitney U = 551, p < 0.001). The differences in interaction between different cards indicate that there were systematic differences in how users chose to engage with the visualized content. In the following, trends in those differences will be described and interpreted.
The overall ranking score, based on the two attractiveness measures and the measure of holding power, yielded a list of the ten most highly accessed cards and the ten least accessed cards (Tables 3  and 4 ). Six of the most highly used cards (images 3, 4, 5, 7, 9, 10 in Table 3 ) concerned viruses, while none of the least activated cards (Table 4 ) concerned viruses. The only cards among the highly accessed cards that depicted cells did so in the context of virus infection with only parts of a cell 
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Multiple psychological distances may be involved in this effect, including spatial, temporal, social, and hypotheticality distances [27] . In terms of users' interaction with visualizations in the present study, properties of the visualizations may be related to differences in psychological distance and corresponding differences in construal level. In turn, we propose that low and high construal levels may be associated with different user behaviours in exploring the content.
Lee et al. [28] propose that black-and-white images may be associated with a larger psychological distance than colour images in at least two ways. Firstly, black-and-white may connote a greater temporal distance, given that historical events that took place before the invention of colour reproduction are often displayed in greyscale. Secondly, black-and-white may also connote a larger social distance, since most people experience their everyday surroundings in colour. In addition, they add that black-and-white may tend to highlight contours and shapes, which might reinforce the same cognitive processing that is associated with high-level construal [28] . Taken together, this would tend to induce a high-level construal of black-and-white images and a low-level construal of colour images.
The above reasoning does not explain the appearance of brightly coloured images among the less engaged images. We propose that hypotheticality may be an important dimension in this regard. Objects that are psychologically close on the hypotheticality dimension are more real and associated with a higher probability, while imagined or unlikely objects and events are more distant [27] . In relation to the present study, images that appear more like physical objects (e.g., 3D-models and electron micrograph images) may be perceived as more real (closer on the hypotheticality dimension) compared to 2D paintings (more distant on the hypotheticality dimension), which could induce a difference in construal level between different types of coloured images. The presence of one image that also uses a watercolour style to display a virus (image 4, Table 3 ) indicates that other mechanisms may also be involved. For example, familiarity with the portrayed objects may influence the psychological distance in relation to another dimension, namely the information distance [29] . It is reasonable to suggest that the spherical virus-particle portrayed in image 4 (Table 3 ) is more familiar than the protein complexes shown in image 57, 58 and 59 (Table 4) , respectively. Pre-knowledge may also have other effects that are unrelated to the effects from psychological distance on construal level.
We argue that the findings in this study could be explained by differences in psychological distance associated with the images leading to different levels of construal. However, the ranking of images and videos was based on a measure of interactive engagement rather than level of construal per se. Hence, applying construal level theory to the results of the study would imply an association between level of construal and interactive behaviour. Given that a low-level construal tends to focus on details, it may be reasonable to expect that users would interactively explore the details to a higher degree than images that are construed at a high level. Conversely, a high level of construal focuses on central properties, for example form, and the relevant processing of the images may therefore not require as much interaction. Further research is needed to investigate the relations between levels of construal and interactive behaviour among users.
Conclusions
This study has provided insight into engagement and preference factors related to exploration of visualizations of the biological microcosmos through interactive multi-touch digital table technology. The findings indicate that the Microcosmos interactive touch table (Figure 1 ) attracts visitor attention, is highly usable, and that it may afford important embodied experiences of interacting with biological representations. Visitors showed a preference for virus-related content, as indicated by both card use and theme category switch data. "Realistic" images (e.g., micrographs) were shown to be highly engaging, provided they integrated coloured elements. Further preferences included colourful images, while cards with dark or greyscale colours and low contrast were less preferred. An interesting contradiction to this trend is the observation that complex biological scenes portrayed using a watercolour style seemed to induce low engagement among the visitors. A possible explanatory framework for this finding is construal level theory [27] , which posits that differences in psychological distance between stimuli engender different levels of construal. The implications for design, engagement and learning with scientific visualizations warrant further investigation.
Future work will probe the urgent empirical challenge of systematically exploring how the interactive features of modern visualization technologies impact learning outcomes [20] . In this regard, interaction and narrative are becoming two critical components of interactive visualization at public venues [8] that require continued inspection. Future work will use the revealed preference and interactive trends from this study to inform the design and integration of science narratives [30] into the table interface as an additional tool for communicating biological phenomena to visitors. This will entail complementing logged data with think-aloud interview protocols, to aid the analysis of any relationships between visitors' interaction and learning of biology. 
